
MARCH BREAK FAMILY BONANZA

At White Point

Want to make White Point a part of your March Break this year?
We’re doing things a little di�erent so be prepared for a week full of fun Fun FUN!

March 11th - We kick o� with  a MAGIC SHOW and Balloon Animals with The Great Timbeanie at 4pm!

March 12th - Family Concert with Timothy V at 3pm. Come enjoy songs for all ages and be part of his band!

March 13th - Sign up to play the Canadian Trivia Challenge from 1-5pm

March 14 - Be a part of the March Break Family Challenge -    2pm

March 15 - Old Fashioned Family Carnival of Games - 2-4pm



MAGIC SHOW - MARCH 11th

Magic and Balloons by
The Great Tim Beanie

3:30 pm
Atlantic Rooms



FAMILY CONCERT

With Timothy V
March 12th - 3 pm

In the main lounge



Canadian Trivia Challenge

March 13th  1pm - 5pm
Drop in, bring a team or join a team and WIN great

prizes from White Point in the
Canadian Trivia Challenge



March Break Family Challenge
Just like minute-to-Win- it !

March 14th
2pm

Pre-register your family as space is
limited !!!



March Break Family Challenge Games
1. Blindfolded Water Pong - Fill plastic cups with water and place at least six on the

opposite end of a table. Throw ping-pong balls with the goal of landing in the cups. The

winner is the team who sinks the most shots in a minute while blindfolded.

- This game is performed one team at a time

- Supplies: Plastic cups with water, ping pong balls, blindfolds.

2. Marshmallow Stuff It - 1 Player stuffs 10 Marshmallows in their mouth in a minute.

No swallowing. And then Ask them to recite a secret sentence and till a team mate

repeats it back correctly.

- This game is performed one team at a time

- Supplies: Marshmallows, secret sentence

3. Mints in a bottle - Ask the team to drop as many Mints into a 2 litre bottle from a

specific distance above. Time limited to 2 minutes. Team with most mints inside wins.

- This game is performed ONE team at a time

- Supplies: Mints, 2 litre bottles

4. Blindfolded Gift Wrapping - 2 players try to wrap a gift while being blindfolded.

Others team mates can guide but can not touch items. Team with the best time Wins.

Boxes must be completely covered.

- This game is performed by everyone at the SAME time

- Supplies: box, giftwrap, tape, blindfolds, scissors, gift tag, marker

5. Pyramid of Cups Building - Team must build the perfect pyramid of cups as a team in

the fastest time and must remain standing for 5 seconds!

- This game is performed by everyone at the SAME time

- Supplies: Plastic Cups



6. Roll the giant dice - One player will roll the dice as many times as they can in 2

minutes, while the partners add up the total for each roll. The team with the highest

total wins!

- This game is performed ONE team at a time

- Supplies: Giant dice (the bigger the funnier) , pen and paper to add scores (or use

big flip sheets)

7. Pieces of the Puzzles - Cut up 3 cardboard cereal boxes into pieces like a puzzle and

MIX THEM ALL UP. The winner is the team who re-builds all the puzzles properly the

fastest.

- This game is performed ONE team at a time.

-Supplies: 3 boxes of different cereals in puzzle shapes.

8. Cookie Monster - One player places a cookie on their forehead, and the goal is to get

the cookie into her mouth using only facial muscles in under one minute. No hands. This

is tougher than it looks! If player drops cookie, grab another and start over.

Team to finish first wins.

- This game is performed by everyone at the SAME time

- Supplies: Cookies

9. Suck It Up - Players place a straw in their mouth and use suction to transfer a pile of

35 M&M’s from one bowl to another. Only one hand may be used to hold the straw. If

you drop and M&M pick it up and put back in first bowl.

Team with the best time wins.

- All teammates play at same time but ONE team at a time.

- Supplies: Straws, M&Ms or Smarties, 2 bowls per team

10.Wanna Spoon? Using nothing but a spoon in your mouth, transfer as many ping pong

balls as you can from one bowl to another. No hands! Hands are only allowed if you

drop the ping pong ball, and then they can be used to place the ball back into the

original bowl for another transfer attempt.

- All players play, but only one at a time can move a ball

- Team with best time Wins.

- All teams can play at same time.

- Supplies: Pingpong balls, plastic spoons, 2 bowls per team



FAMILY CARNIVAL of GAMES

March 15th
2 - 4pm

All Welcome



Carnival Games
- The concept is to have multiple games for families to play and have fun.
- Each person/family is provided 25 tickets for Free to come have fun.

More tickets cost money.
- Each station costs a certain amount of tickets to play.
- If the player wins, they win more tickets.
- The player/family adds up their tickets to win prizes of different values at the prize table.
- White Point will have to gather prizes. Dollarama or online prize site (Amazon?)
- Staff members will have to help manage 1 or 2 game stations at a time.
- Have Game Signs made with the name of each game at each station.

THE GAMES:
1. Balloon Pop - 1 ticket to play

- Players are given 3 darts to throw at balloons on a wall.
- 3 tickets awarded only if a player pops at least 2 of 3 balloons. Spread them wide!

- Supplies: Balloons, darts, wall, thumb tacks, tickets

2. Bean Bag toss - 1 ticket to play
- Players are given 3 bean bags to toss in Buckets at a distance
- 3 tickets awarded only if a player lands inside at least 2 of 3 buckets

- Supplies: Bean Bags, 4-6 buckets



3. Nerf Shoot - 2 Tickets to Play
- Players are to shoot a pyramid of plastic cups on a small pedestal with a loaded nerf gun.
-  All cups must fall o� to win 5 tickets

- Supplies: nerf guns (Tim has some), narrow pedestal (block of wood), 6 cups

4. Ring Toss - 2 ticket to play
- Players is provided 3-5 rings
- Player shoots from a distance and must land ring on bottle neck
- bottles are marked with di�erent prize values. Furthest bottles worth more than closer bottles.
- attach bottles to a base so they don't fall over

- Supplies: Rings (made of rope?),  6 - 2 litre pop bottles with ticket prize value (1,2 & 3)

5. Toilet Paper Toss - 2 tickets to play
- Player is provided 3 rolls of TP
- Player must toss 2 of the 3 TP rolls into the toilet to win 5 tickets

- Supplies : TP rolls, Toilet made of a seat cover with lid sitting on a cardboard box.

6. Sucker Pull - 1 ticket per pull
- Player pulls a sucker out of the sucker pull to win tickets
- Suckers are color coded to win 1, 2 or 3 tickets

- Supplies: Suckers with color coded ends, Sucker older (Can be a block of syrofoam_

7. Bowling - 2 ticket
- Player provided with 3 balls and must knock down at least 2 pins to win
- 2 pins = 2 tickets. 4 pins = 3 tickets. 5 and up is 5 tickets. A Strike is 8 tickets

- Supplies: Bowling pins, Balls of di�erent sizes, pool noodles to create lane

8. Hole in ONE! - 1 ticket
- Players is provided a putter and 3 balls
- Player is given 3 changes to get a hole in one to Win 3 tickets

- Supplies: Putter, balls, pool noodles to create fairway, ‘The hole” can simply be a plastic cup on its side.



9. Wheel of Tickets - 1 ticket
- Player gets to spin the wheel themselves to win various ticket prizes
- Easy to create  a spinning wheel with a Lazy Susan

- Supplies: Spin wheel with nails and a ticker, prizes slots like on wheel of fortune

10. PLINKO - 3 Tickets
- Player drops 3 discs from top of Plinko board to win various ticket prizes

- Supplies - Discs, pegboard, nuts and bolts. Slots on bottom for points

EXTRAS
11. Face Painting - This can just be a Free activity or cost 1 ticket
12. Cotton Candy for sale - 5 tickets
13. Popcorn for sale - 3 tickets
14. Pop and Chips for sale - Cash Price? Or tickets


